PROGRAM OF CLINICAL-LABORATORY MONITORING BIOCHEMICAL MARKERS OF ESTIMATION FROM ENDOGEN INTOXIKATION DURING CHRONIC AND ACUTE CHOLECYSTITIS

Program of clinical-laboratory monitoring of endogen intoxicated patients needs to include biochemical markers: components of middle molecules mass, active of catalase, ceruloplasmin, level of malondialdehyde. Clinical-biochemical estimation of utilize of criterion in the discover frontier alteration with deviation of the norm of analysis parameters is considered. Discover of markers tests of endogen intoxicated for patients of cholecystitis may be basis of complex clinical-biochemical research in early postsurgery period, for utilize doctor in the construction of program correction of metabolism violations.
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Working out of criteria information for biochemical parameters of degree endotoxicose at a chronic and sharp cholecystitis remains an actual problem of kliniko-laboratory monitoring [1–5]. Application of the criterion reflecting set of contributions of separate parameters in infringement of metabolic processes in an organism of the patient can serve one of ways of the decision of this problem, allowing to raise information and to reveal the importance of studied laboratory tests in expressiveness forecasting endogen to an intoxication in the early postoperative period [6].

The work purpose is to offer the program of kliniko-laboratory monitoring of biochemical markers of an estimation endogen to an intoxication at a chronic and sharp cholecystitis.

Material and research methods. For revealing of biochemical markers of an estimation endogen intoksikation and formations of the program of their kliniko-laboratory monitoring retrospective research of case records 71 persons at the age from 24 years till 65 years operated laparoscopiche concerning a cholecystitis, with a favorable outcome of disease (City clinical hospital of the first help of G. A. Zaharina of Penza) is conducted. In this group of the surveyed two subgroups have been allocated: 48 sick of a chronic cholecystitis and 23 sick of a sharp cholecystitis. Supervision was performed at stages before operation, 1, 3, 5 days of the postoperative period.

Patients a chronic and sharp cholecystitis after planned laparoscopiche operations are joined in analyzed groups. Patients with tumoral diseases of bodies of an abdominal cavity were excluded; patients with abdominal a pathology are complicated by bleedings in the early postoperative period.

As control the given inspections almost healthy 29 people without clinical displays of any diseases (out-patient inspection) at the age from 20 till 43 years served.

The basic biochemical indicators were studied during research, parameters of a pool of molecules of average weight [7], activity of a catalase [8], ceruloplasmin [9], level malondialdehyde (MDA) [10] served. Settlement indices of an intoxication, including leikocytes intoxication indexes (LII) on the Kalf-Kaliph, Ostrovsky and Himich and an index of nuclear shift [9, 11] and the criterion reflecting set of contributions of separate parameters in infringement of metabolic processes in an organism at patients [7] were applied. The statistical analysis of the received results is spent with use of variation statistics for small sample with application of t-criterion of Stjudenta with use of the computer program “Excel”.

Results of research and their discussion. Dynamics of investigated parameters before operation at a chronic cholecystitis had the following character: activity of a catalase in erytrocytes has been lowered, in comparison with control group, in 2.9 times. After operation activity of a catalase in erytrocytes increased, in comparison with values of these indicators before operation, in 1.3 times (p<0.05). At sick of a sharp cholecystitis of a tendency of changes of activity of a catalase in erytrocytes were similar.

For 1 days after operation are revealed mercers expressiveness indicators endotoxines at a sharp cholecystitis, in relation to a chronic cholecystitis, p=0.05: LII on Himich – above in 1.8 times; activity ceruloplasmin – above in 1.3 times; factor K1 showing distribution of substances of low and average molecular weight between squirrels of plasma of blood and gliocaliks erytrocytes, – above in 2.2 times. For 3 and 5 days of supervision level MDA in blood was more low in 1.2 times at sick of a sharp cholecystitis, in comparison with chronic.

LII on Himich for 3 and 5 days of the postoperative period remained higher at a sharp cholecystitis, in comparison with a chronic cholecystitis, in 1.4 and 1.7 times accordingly (p<0.05). It can serve as acknowledgement larger to expressiveness of kliniko-biochemical displays endogen to an intoksikation at sick of a sharp cholecystitis, in comparison with a chronic cholecystitis.

In our previous researches [2, 3, 12] it has been shown that changes of biochemical indicators at sick...
of a sharp cholecystitis, in relation to dynamics of corresponding biochemical tests at sick of a chronic cholecystitis, are characterized by boundary changes of ranges of criterion J in the early postoperative period – for 1, 3 and 5 days after operation.

As the basic components of the program of kliniko-laboratory monitoring of biochemical markers of an estimation endogenous intoxications at a chronic and sharp cholecystitis can be offered following blocks.

1. Revealing of dynamics of parameters of molecules of average weight, activity of a catalase, ceruloplasmin, level malondialdehyde in an estimation endogenous intoxications at patients a chronic and sharp cholecystitis in the course of surgical treatment.

2. An establishment of prospective correlation dependences a complex of studied kliniko-biochemical indicators, for a substantiation of expediency of their complex application in clinical practice.

3. Revealing of ranges of criterion J reflecting set of contributions of separate parameters in infringement of metabolic processes in an organism, in dynamics of supervision of patients a chronic and sharp cholecystitis, for their use in clinical practice.

4. Working out and a substantiation of criteria informations for the indicators of molecules of average weight, activity of a catalase, ceruloplasmin, level malondialdehyde in an estimation endogenous intoxications at sick of a cholecystitis in the early postoperative period.

Earlier we had been developed the equations of multiple-factor regresses [2, 3, 12] in which as a dependent variable level of molecules of average weight – one of the conventional markers endotoxicose has been chosen. As independent variables studied kliniko-biochemical indicators served. At a chronic cholecystitis level of molecules of average weight most significantly in dynamics of supervision has been interconnected with concentration malondialdehyde. At sick of a sharp cholecystitis the most expressed regresses of size of molecules of average weight have shown with activity ceruloplasmin. It can serve as acknowledgement of necessity of use in the program of kliniko-laboratory monitoring endogen to an intoxication to such biochemical markers sick of a cholecystitis endogen to an intoxication, as parameters of molecules of average weight, activity of a catalase, ceruloplasmin, level malondialdehyde.

As criteria informations biochemical markers of an endotoxicose at a cholecystitis contributions of separate blocks of kliniko-biochemical indicators to total criterion J as sum their deviations from norm that allows to interpret in a complex revealed infringements of metabolic processes in an organism of the patient in dynamics of supervision, including in the early postoperative period can be used. According to the data received in researches [12] spent by us, at a cholecystitis more than 90 % of the contribution to total criterion J bring its values on the block of biochemical parameters (including indicators of is free-radical oxidation and antioxidant protection, level of molecules of average weight).

The conclusion. Thus, in the program of kliniko-laboratory monitoring endogenous intoxications at sick of a cholecystitis should be considered that in the early postoperative period the disbalance in work oxidant and antioxidant the systems which expressiveness is more at a sharp cholecystitis, than at a chronic cholecystitis is observed. Revealing markers tests endogenous intoxications of an organism sick of a cholecystitis can form base of carrying out of complex kliniko-biochemical research in the early postoperative period, for use by their clinical physicians in construction of the program of correction of the revealed metabolic infringements and if necessary – carrying out corresponding dezintoxications actions. Offered making programs of kliniko-laboratory monitoring of biochemical markers of an estimation endogenous intoxications will be coordinated with results of the previous researches [11].
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Программа клинико-лабораторного мониторинга биохимических маркеров оценки эндогенной интоксикации при хроническом и остром холецистите

Программа клинико-лабораторного мониторинга эндогенной интоксикации у больных холециститом должна включать в себя такие биохимические маркеры, как параметры молекул средней массы, активность каталазы, церулоплазмина, уровень малонового диальдегида. Для клинико-биохимической оценки выявленных отклонений от нормы может применяться анализ совокупности вкладов отдельных параметров в нарушение метаболических процессов в организме. Выявление маркерных тестов эндогенной интоксикации организма больных холециститом может послужить базой проведения комплексного клинико-биохимического исследования в раннем послеоперационном периоде, для использования их клиницистами в построении программы коррекции метаболических нарушений.
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